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Legal Notice
For Research Use Only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.
This material is protected by United States Copyright Law and International Treaties. Unauthorized use of this
material is prohibited. No part of the publication may be copied, reproduced, distributed, translated, reverseengineered or transmitted in any form or by any media, or by any means, whether now known or unknown,
without the express prior permission in writing from Bionano Genomics. Copying, under the law, includes
translating into another language or format. The technical data contained herein is intended for ultimate
destinations permitted by U.S. law. Diversion contrary to U. S. law prohibited. This publication represents the
latest information available at the time of release. Due to continuous efforts to improve the product, technical
changes may occur that are not reflected in this document. Bionano Genomics reserves the right to make
changes in specifications and other information contained in this publication at any time and without prior notice.
Please contact Bionano Genomics Customer Support for the latest information.

BIONANO GENOMICS DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO THIS DOCUMENT, EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL BIONANO
GENOMICS BE LIABLE, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, WARRANTY, OR UNDER ANY STATUTE OR ON
ANY OTHER BASIS FOR SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, MULTIPLE OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING FROM THIS DOCUMENT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO THE USE THEREOF, WHETHER OR NOT FORESEEABLE AND WHETHER OR NOT BIONANO
GENOMICS IS ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Patents
Products of Bionano Genomics® may be covered by one or more U.S. or foreign patents.

Trademarks
The Bionano Genomics logo and names of Bionano Genomics products or services are registered trademarks or
trademarks owned by Bionano Genomics in the United States and certain other countries.

Bionano Genomics®, Saphyr®, Saphyr Chip®, and Bionano Access® are trademarks of Bionano Genomics, Inc. All
other trademarks are the sole property of their respective owners.

No license to use any trademarks of Bionano Genomics is given or implied. Users are not permitted to use these
trademarks without the prior written consent of Bionano Genomics. The use of these trademarks or any other
materials, except as permitted herein, is expressly prohibited and may be in violation of federal or other applicable
laws.

© Copyright 2020 Bionano Genomics, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
The Variant Annotation Pipeline enables users to determine if a Bionano structural variant (SV) call is relevant to
certain phenotypes or disease traits. For more information about the pipeline, please refer to Bionano Solve
Theory of Operation: Variant Annotation Pipeline (PN 30190). The output file of the Variant Annotation Pipeline is
an annotated SMAP file, with additional annotation columns appended. The SMAP file format is a general format
to describe SVs detected by Bionano; please refer to SMAP File Format Specification Sheet (PN 30041).
This document describes only the additional annotation columns. Also, note that the last few columns can vary
depending on whether a trio, dual or single analysis has been performed upon execution of the Variant Annotation
Pipeline.

Statistic

Description

sample

The sample name.

size

The size (in base pair) of insertion and deletion calls. It would be -1
for other variant types.

algorithm

This is based on comparing the de novo assembly or the Rare
Variant Pipeline SV calls of the sample with the reference; this is
typically output as “assembly comparison.”

Present_in_%_of_BNG_control_s
amples

The percentage of samples in the Bionano control SV database that
also carry that SV.

Present_in_%_of_BNG_control_s
amples_with_the_same_enzyme

Similar to above, but the percentage is calculated based on
database samples having the same enzyme as the sample being
annotated.

Fail_assembly_chimeric_score

A flag used to denote whether there might be a potential chimeric
join at the variant locus. This denotes whether a minimal chimeric
quality score of 35 and coverage of 10X have been achieved
around each SV breakpoint. A value of ‘pass’ means that the two
criteria have been met; a ‘fail’ denotes the criteria not met; and a
‘not_applicable’ value denotes that the check has not been
performed. Notice that this check is performed only for inversion
and translocation calls.
Note: a chimeric quality score of a label on a genome map is the
percent of molecules that align to both sides of the label out of all
molecules that align on either side near this label.
See CMAP File Format Specification Sheet (PN 30039) for detail.

num_overlap_DGV_variants

If the sample is human, then the SVs would be compared against
the Database of Genomic Variants (DGV), and the number of DGV
variants overlapping the call is outputted.
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OverlapGenes

A semi-colon separated list indicating which genes overlap with the
SV.

NearestNonOverlapGene

The next closest gene to the SV.

NearestNonOverlapGeneDistance

The distance between the SV and the next closest gene.

PutativeGeneFusion

The list of fusion genes that may be created by the SV.

Found_in_self_molecules

This column denotes whether there is a sufficient number of
case/proband sample’s molecules supporting the case/proband
sample’s genome map at the SV breakpoints. The possible values
are ‘yes’ and ‘no’. Since inversion_partial calls are not annotated, a
value of ‘-‘ is shown for inversion_partial calls.
Note that the minimum number of molecules required is defined as
a parameter by the users upon running the variant annotation
pipeline.

Self_molecule_count

The number of molecules supporting the SV.

UCSC_web_link1

If the sample is either human or mouse, then a weblink to the SV
region in the UCSC genome browser would be created. If the SV is
a translocation breakpoint, then the weblink goes to one side of the
translocation breakpoint.

UCSC_web_link2

The weblink goes to the other side of the translocation breakpoint.

Trio Analysis
Statistic

Description

Found_in_parents_assemblies

Whether the SV call is also identified in the father’s or mother’s
assembly. The possible values are ‘mother’, ‘father’, ‘both’ and
‘none’. Since inversion_partial calls are not annotated, a value of
‘-’ is shown for any inversion_partial call.

Found_in_parents_molecules

This column shows whether there is a sufficient number of
parents’ molecules supporting the proband’s genome map at the
SV breakpoints. The possible values are ‘mother’, ‘father’, ‘both’
and ‘none’. Since inversion_partial calls are not annotated, a
value of ‘-’ is shown for inversion_partial calls.
Note that the minimum numbers of molecules required are
defined as parameters by the users upon running the variant
annotation pipeline.
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Dual Analysis
Statistic

Description

Found_in_control_sample
_assembly

Whether the SV call is also identified in the control sample’s assembly.
The possible values are ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Since inversion_partial calls are
not annotated, a value of ‘-‘ is shown for any inversion_partial call.

Found_in_control_sample
_molecules

This column shows whether there is a sufficient number of control
sample’s molecules supporting the case sample’s genome map at the
SV breakpoints. The possible values are ‘yes’ and ‘no’. Since
inversion_partial calls are not annotated, a value of ‘-‘ is shown for
inversion_partial calls.
Note that the minimum number of molecules required is defined as a
parameter by the users upon running the variant annotation pipeline.
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Technical Assistance
For technical assistance, contact Bionano Genomics Technical Support.
You can retrieve documentation on Bionano products, SDS's, certificates of analysis, frequently asked questions,
and other related documents from the Support website or by request through e-mail and telephone.
Type
Email

Phone

Contact
support@bionanogenomics.com

Hours of Operation:
Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., PST
US: +1 (858) 888-7600

Website

www.bionanogenomics.com/support

Bionano Genomics, Inc.
9540 Towne Centre Drive, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92121

